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Energetic ion transport due to microturbulence is investigated in magnetohydrodynamic-quiescent
plasmas by way of neutral beam injection in the DIII-D tokamak [J. L. Luxon, Nucl. Fusion 42,
614 (2002)]. A range of on-axis and off-axis beam injection scenarios are employed to vary
relevant parameters such as the character of the background microturbulence and the value of
Eb=Te, where Eb is the energetic ion energy and Te the electron temperature. In all cases, it is found
that any transport enhancement due to microturbulence is too small to observe experimentally.
These transport effects are modeled using numerical and analytic expectations that calculate the
energetic ion diffusivity due to microturbulence. It is determined that energetic ion transport due to
coherent fluctuations (e.g., Alfve´n eigenmodes) is a considerably larger effect and should therefore
be considered more important for ITER.VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4803930]
I. INTRODUCTION
The viability of the tokamak1 approach to fusion energy
is dependent on the ability to magnetically confine fusion-
produced a-particles such that they transfer their energy to
the background plasma and thereby sustain a burning regime.
In addition to a-particles, present day tokamaks and ITER2
are concerned with the transport properties of energetic ions
sourced by auxiliary heating and current drive methods such
as neutral beam injection (NBI) and ion cyclotron resonance
heating (ICRH). For NBI and ICRH, energetic ion confine-
ment determines the efficiency of current drive or heating. A
great deal of attention is now given to the transport effects of
coherent modes that are driven by the energetic ion popula-
tion, such as Alfve´n eigenmodes3 (AEs). Indeed, reviews of
the status of energetic ion research have evolved from basic
principles4 to a focus on Alfve´nic physics.5
A recent joint experiment6 conducted through the
International Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA) directed
attention to the possibility that microturbulence significantly
enhances neutral beam ion diffusion in cases of off-axis neu-
tral beam current drive (NBCD). Conceptually, this occurs
because off-axis neutral beam injection places a large
population of beam ions in the mid-radius region of the
plasma where microturbulence is strong. On-axis NBCD, by
contrast, is centrally peaked, thereby placing beam ions in
the region where microturbulence is weak or nonexistent.
New results show that measured radial profiles of off-axis
NBCD agree with modeled expectations over an ITER rele-
vant parameter range in high performance plasmas.7 The
results shown in the present paper are concerned with lower
confinement (L-mode) plasmas in which large amplitude
microturbulence is present. Off-axis and on-axis NBI is
used, alongside detailed measurements of the beam ion and
plasma profiles, to investigate the possible contribution of
microturbulence to the transport of energetic ions. To expe-
rimentally isolate microturbulence-induced beam ion trans-
port requires the absence of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
activity, such as Alfve´n eigenmodes and sawtooth oscilla-
tions. Such MHD-quiescent tokamak plasmas from DIII-
D8,9 are presented in this work, and the resulting analysis of
energetic ion transport indicates that microturbulence is an
insignificant transport mechanism for the energetic ion
population.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II gives a
review of experimental and theoretical results concerning
energetic ion transport and the possible effects of microtur-
bulence. The experimental setup, including diagnostics and
NBI geometry, is given in Sec. III. Results from off-axis
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NBI are given in Sec. IV, followed by on-axis NBI results in
Sec. V. The discussion of Sec. VI summarizes the results,
treats previously reported experimental results, and considers
the difficulties in investigating the “low-energy” region of
the energetic ion population. Finally, the conclusions are pre-
sented in Sec. VII.
II. BACKGROUND
Given that previous reviews4,5 of energetic ion transport
in tokamaks have neglected the effects of microturbulence,
we present here a review of experimental and theoretical
results in this context. The intention is to demonstrate both
the strong theoretical basis for interaction between energetic
ions and small-scale fluctuations, and the large body of
experimental work that indicates these interactions lead to
insignificant changes in tokamak plasma behavior. It remains
to be seen whether microturbulence effects on energetic ions
will be fundamentally different in the burning plasma regime
achieved in ITER.10
A. Experiments and modeling
Enhanced energetic ion transport due to the presence of
microinstabilities is well established by basic plasma experi-
ments. Here, the energetic ions feature gyroradii that are
much larger than the cross-field scale of the fluctuations
(though this is varied in course of the studies, as will be
discussed below). These experiments provide excellent
diagnostic access as the electron temperatures are typically
Te ! 10 eV, while the energetic ion source is well character-
ized with beam ion energy Eb ! 1000 eV. These experi-
ments are conducted in both linear and simple toroidal
geometry.
Early experiments in a linear device, the LAPD,11
showed that both the energy slowing down and spatial diffu-
sion of energetic ions (Eb " 350 eV with Te " 0:2 eV) are
classical.12 These observations were made in the LAPD
afterglow for which the thermal background plasma transport
is separately known to be classical13 (i.e., there are no pres-
sure gradients or turbulent fluctuations). In order to study
energetic ion transport due to turbulence, an experiment14
was conducted in the main discharge with a copper plate
covering half of the cathode in order to create a large pres-
sure gradient. Firing a lithium beam with Eb ¼ 400
$1000 eV into this plasma with Te " 5 eV and density fluc-
tuation level dn=n ! 80% produced beam widening beyond
that expected from the classical effects of collisions and
beam divergence. This transport enhancement increases as
Eb is reduced and the beam ion gyroradius approaches the ra-
dial scale length of the fluctuations. Injecting the beam out-
side of the pressure gradient region produces classical profile
spreading. These results motivated additional work15 in
which the beam ions were held fixed while the turbulence
scale size and correlation length was changed through varia-
tions in plasma species and biasing of the cathode blocking
plate. Beam ion turbulent transport was dominated by a
gyrocenter drift while the ion energy change was essentially
zero. Regimes of subdiffusive and diffusive transport indi-
cate the rich physics involved in this interaction.
A great advance in the understanding of energetic ion
interactions with plasma turbulence has been achieved
through experiments and modeling of the simple magnetized
torus TORPEX.17 Initial experiments16 showed that firing
lithium ions of Eb ¼ 300$ 600 eV ðTe " 5$ 15 eVÞ through
regions of plasma turbulence, including larger scale structures
known as blobs,18 resulted in broadening of the beam profile
beyond classical expectations. The well characterized turbu-
lence of TORPEX encouraged theoretical work that used the
experimental parameters for modeling of energetic ion trans-
port at these parameters. Regimes of sub and superdiffusion
are identified by a theoretical treatment19 that combines fluid
turbulence simulations with energetic ion orbit following.
Superdiffusive transport occurs when the turbulent potential
structures are static with respect to the energetic ion motion.
Of particular importance for future considerations in tokamak
geometry, the energetic ion transport becomes subdiffusive
when the particles cross the turbulent structure vertically
faster than radially, a process which serves to decorrelate the
ion from the turbulent structure and reduce its transport. This
led to a Le´vy walk description of the energetic ion diffusion20
in which the different transport regimes were characterized
according to the ratio of ion energy to plasma temperature,
Eb=Te : Eb=Te ¼ 5 is superdiffusive, Eb=Te ¼ 25 is diffusive,
and Eb=Te ¼ 250 is subdiffusive. Describing the effective
particle diffusivity in terms of this ratio is a hallmark of
theory applicable to tokamaks. A detailed treatment21 focus-
ing on interchange mode turbulence within TORPEX param-
eters reproduces many features observed in the experiment
and has motivated additional hardware development (i.e.,
toroidal position adjustment of the beam) for future
comparisons.
While basic plasma devices have conclusively demon-
strated the ability of microturbulence to enhance the transport
of energetic ions, the experimental evidence from tokamaks
overwhelmingly shows that the effect is negligible. These
studies include both fusion-produced 3.5 MeV a-particles and
energetic ions resulting from NBI and ICRH. Energetic ion
diffusivities, DEI, were determined from measurements many
times on TFTR.22 It must be noted that these studies, includ-
ing the theoretical references and the new experiments
presented later, use DEI to represent the diffusivity due to un-
identified, or anomalous, mechanisms (the term “anomalous
diffusivity” is often used to describe turbulence-induced dif-
fusivity). A value of DEI ¼ 0 corresponds to transport that is
accurately described by the neoclassical effects of collisions
and particle drifts. In TFTR, the 1MeV tritons and 3MeV
protons resulting from deuterium-deuterium (DD) fusion
were observed23 to agree with models setting DEI ¼ 0,
though measurement uncertainty required an upper bound of
DEI < 0:1m2=s. These shots were deemed free of large scale
MHD, and they utilized a range of plasma parameters
achieved with neutral beam heating powers of PNB ¼ 5
$12MW. Instances of anomalous fusion product transport
and loss were observed,24 but only in plasmas featuring a
smaller major radius (R¼ 2.45m compared to the more typi-
cal 2.6m). This transport enhancement was ubiquitous with
the altered shape, including low confinement plasmas and the
high confinement “supershots” that featured PNB ¼ 32MW,
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and it was determined25 that the transport mechanism could
not be related to plasma fluctuations because all fluctuation
characteristics varied widely across the range of plasmas
observed. Modeling of ripple diffusion in these cases eventu-
ally provided26 a qualitatively accurate description of the
observations. Fusion a-particle transport was observed27 to
follow neoclassical slowing down behavior, where measure-
ments28 extended into the range of Eb=Te ' 18 (here,
Eb ¼ 150$ 600 keV is the a-particle energy) and the slowing
down time of ss " 0:5 s provided ample time for transport
enhancements to manifest. Throughout the course of experi-
ments at TFTR, some anomalous fusion-product transport
was observed in DD plasmas, but not in DT plasmas.29
Beam ion transport was also studied extensively on
TFTR. The experimental method involves measuring proper-
ties that are sensitive to the beam ion profile and density
such as the neutron rate and plasma stored energy. Values
for DEI were provided to TRANSP,
30 which then modeled
the expected plasma response to the enhanced beam ion
transport. This work31 found instances of DEI < 0:2m2=s
across a range of high-power DT shots. Modeling of experi-
ments32 that used only neutron decay following short beam
pulses determined core values of DEI < 0:05m2=s. These
values of DEI were modeled across the entire plasma profile,
which seemed inconsistent with experimental indications
that beam ion confinement in the core was much better than
that in the outer half of the plasma. Refinements to the mod-
eling were made to allow defining DEI ¼ DEIðrÞ, where r is
the plasma minor radius. Later work33,34 found that the beam
ion transport enhancement was consistent with a large diffu-
sivity increase at the radial position corresponding to the
stochastic ripple loss region. These results were applicable
across a range of both Ohmic (beam pulses for energetic ion
seeding and diagnostics only) and high-power supershots.
Remaining cases of anomalous beam ion diffusion are
reported35 in reversed shear plasmas. Neutron profiles show
that these beam ions are lost, however, and not merely redis-
tributed. It is noted that no significant MHD was observed,
though the reversed shear nature of these shots suggests that
Alfve´n cascades36 may have been present but not detected.
While sensitive edge magnetics similar to those available on
TFTR have detected cascades previously,37 the most detailed
and systematic observations have been made with fast time-
resolved interferometers that pass near the center of the
plasma.38,39
Results from other tokamaks provide additional examples
of either classical transport or initially anomalous energetic
ion transport that is eventually explained in terms of
non-microturbulence features. Fusion-produced 1 MeV tritons
experienced enhanced transport in JT-60U that was deter-
mined to be caused by ripple diffusion.40 A similar fusion-
product study41 at DIII-D concluded neoclassical transport
accurately accounted for measurements across a range of plas-
mas including the “very high” confinement (VH-mode) shots
in which the confinement times were twice as long as in
standard H-modes. These experiments also highlight the
strong transport effect of MHD; the highest toroidal b values
achieved at the time (b/ ¼ 11:1%) demonstrated that reduc-
tions in MHD levels led to measurable improvements in
energetic ion confinement. Anomalous diffusion of tritium
beam ions is reported42 in JET in the case of reversed shear
profiles. In this case, however, the measured plasma parame-
ters are better modeled by using DEI ¼ 0 and reducing the
beam power (i.e., reducing the number of injected beam ions)
than by setting DEI > 0 alone. Again, this result is applicable
to a range of plasma parameters including low confinement
shots. The required beam power reduction is greater than the
experimental uncertainty in the beam power, but it is noted
that previous campaigns in which the beam-beam neutron
component was smaller did not require such power reductions
to reproduce experimental observations.
In contrast to the studies referenced above, three recent
cases seem to support the concept of measurable beam ion
diffusion due to microturbulence. These cases occur during
off-axis NBCD scenarios and they are summarized in Ref. 6.
ASDEX Upgrade observes43 absolute levels of off-axis
NBCD that are smaller than the expected values based on
neoclassical theory. The broadened beam ion profile is con-
sistent with DEI ¼ 0:5m2=s, implying a considerable trans-
port mechanism. Off-axis NBCD at DIII-D produced an
example44,45 of a similar process, with the transport enhance-
ment increasing with PNB (since the beam energies are fixed
at Eb " 80 keV, this corresponds to a decreasing Eb=Te). A
value of DEIðrÞ ¼ 0:5viðrÞ, where vi is the power-balance
computed ion thermal diffusivity, did not reduce the ener-
getic ion density enough to agree with the experimental pro-
file, and further increasing DEI produced greater discrepancy
between the measured and simulated profile shapes. Noting
that the computed vi is typically an order of magnitude larger
than the neoclassical vi, this is another case demonstrating a
very large transport enhancement (DEI peaked at approxi-
mately 1m2/s for Eb ¼ 40 keV).44 For context, empirical
studies at DIII-D found46 that a constant DEI ¼ 0:3m2=s is
typically sufficient to account for transport of energetic ions
due to Alfve´n eigenmodes, while recent experiments47
showed that neutron rates asymptote to the DEI ¼ 0 calcula-
tion as AE activity decays away. A separate case investi-
gated the transport enhancement by using on-axis beam
injection at reduced energy, Eb ¼ 58 keV, along with spec-
troscopic techniques to show48 that beam ion diffusion was
larger than neoclassically expected for Eb. 30 keV (plasma
temperatures were not reported for that plasma). Finally, JT-
60U reported49 off-axis NBCD profiles that disagreed with
theoretical expectations. While this work concluded that
beam ion diffusion is an unlikely explanation for the dis-
agreement, it is still cited as a motivation for investigations
into the possible effects of microturbulence on beam ions. A
review of these results, in the context of the new observa-
tions presented here, will be given in Sec. VI.
B. Theory and simulation
A considerable amount of theoretical and simulation
work has been completed in the area of energetic ion transport
by microturbulence. In the summary presented below, the
energetic ions are treated as passive tracer particles, i.e., they
do not drive instabilities due to their own pressure gradients.
A rigorous study50 concerning the applicability of tracer
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particle analysis in determining turbulent transport found that
in many cases this is a suitable method (Fick’s law must hold
for the system). Early work focused on the importance of
confining fusion a-particles, with an analytic theory review51
prioritizing ripple and low-n (toroidal mode number) MHD
well ahead of transport due to microturbulence. The work of
Ref. 51, now more than 20 years old, described the impor-
tance of electromagnetic turbulence over electrostatic for
a-particles (a result also determined from more recent work52
indicating energetic ion diffusion due to electromagnetic tur-
bulence is invariant with ion energy), though even the electro-
magnetic contribution, with DEI " 0:062m2=s, is small
compared to the transport from MHD. An account of the
expected a-particle diffusivity due to MHD (as motivated by
the experiments of the time, and using the ITER parameters
of the time) showed53 that the a-particle heating efficiency
decreased to a possible ignition-preventing level of 95% in
the case of DEI ' 3:0m2=s. A detailed accounting of those
calculations given in a separate work.54
Early simulations of particle and energy transport in tur-
bulent fields found55 that diffusivity is reduced as the particle
gyroradius increases. In later simulation work,56,57 it was
suggested that the reduction in turbulent diffusion as a func-
tion of particle gyroradius could be used to determine the
character of the turbulent fluctuations. Tracer particle simu-
lations found58 that increasing gyroradius greatly reduces the
resultant particle transport, while confirming that the diffu-
sive response to a turbulent field still holds. Other simula-
tions show59 that the turbulent diffusion of particles actually
increases with gyroradius if the correlation time of the turbu-
lent potential fields is similar to the effective time of flight of
the guiding center. This is the drift transport coefficient,
however, while the total diffusion coefficient is still reduced
compared to thermal particles. Building on this work, other
numerical simulations reproduced60 the key features and
stated that fusion a-particles will likely suffer from signifi-
cant turbulent transport because the turbulence correlation
lengths will be comparable to the a-gyroradius.
The continued advancement of gyrokinetics and its asso-
ciated computing framework have allowed it to extend
beyond thermal plasma transport. The gyrokinetic formula-
tion was rederived61 with consideration for the effects of
highly energetic ions. The suprathermal component was lim-
ited to the field-parallel velocity term, with the perpendicular
energy set equal to Te. Turbulent diffusivity of energetic ions
peaked at energies for which the particles’ curvature drift
velocity matched the diamagnetic drift velocity of the turbu-
lence. The largest transport effects were seen at compara-
tively low energies, Eb. 3Te. GYRO62 simulations
demonstrated63 that a-particles will suffer transport due to
microturbulence in ITER. Simulations using the GENE64
code identified65 a complex interplay between different pa-
rameters, including effects due to poloidal drifts. That work
noted significant turbulent transport of energetic ions should
occur when the particle gyroradius is comparable or smaller
than the turbulence correlation length. Subsequent simula-
tions66 provided a detailed discussion of energetic ion orbit
averaging and turbulence decorrelation physics and used
ITER parameters to show a large Kubo number (defined in
Ref. 43 as K ¼ VE(Bsc=kc, where VE(B ¼ 900m=s is the
E(B velocity, sc ¼ 1:8( 10$4 s is the turbulence correla-
tion time, and kc ¼ 1:6 cm is the turbulence correlation
length) of K¼ 10, which is large enough for a transport
enhancement to manifest.
Simulations with the particle-in-cell code GTC67 identi-
fied68,69 scalings of the energetic ion diffusivity in the pres-
ence of ion temperature gradient (ITG) type turbulence. For
passing energetic ions, this goes as DEI;pass / Te=Eb, while
for trapped ions, the relationship is DEI;trap / ðTe=EbÞ2. Other
simulations with GENE identified52 the same dependence for
passing ions, but differed in the trapped dependence with
DEI;trap / ðTe=EbÞ3=2. The difference in trapped ion response
stems from calculations of orbit averaging and decorrelation
with turbulent potential structure, a subject that is in ongoing
debate.70,71 Simulations focusing on trapped electron mode
(TEM) type turbulence reproduced72 DEI;trap / ðTe=EbÞ2,
and, together with ITG-type simulations,73 identified that the
diffusive/subdiffusive behavior is dictated by machine size.
Recent GYRO simulations74 indicate a stronger falloff for
both passing ions, ðTe=EbÞ3=2, and trapped ions, ðTe=EbÞ5=2.
The effects of zonal flows have been studied,75 and the results
indicated an increase in poloidal diffusion of energetic ions,
with a simultaneous decrease in radial diffusion. Many of
these simulations treat the energetic ion population as an
extra hot Maxwellian, which has been shown76 to produce
results that are consistent with simulations employing the
more realistic slowing down distribution.
A large set of ITER-relevant modeling and simulation
with GENE has found77,78 values of DEI > 0:1m2=s through
the MeV ion energy range. Later work79 reviewed NBI
(Eb ¼ 1MeV) in ITER and determined that expected NBCD
profile modification was minimal. It is worth noting that work
considered fractional beam energy components (Eb=2 and
Eb=3) that arise in standard neutral beams from molecular deu-
terium,80 but MeV beams in ITER will use negative neutral
sources81 that produce only the full energy component. The
inclusion of lower energy beam ions should tend to increase
the modeled effect of turbulence-induced diffusion. If the
beam energy is lowered to 300 keV and moved to q
¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiwt=wtðaÞp ¼ 0:5 (where wt is the toroidal magnetic flux
and a is the minor radius) resulting in Eb=Te ¼ 20, then
changes in the NBCD profile were observed on the order of
5%. Predictions82 for energetic ion transport due to turbulence
in DEMO83 and TCV84 suggest new regimes that might pro-
vide strong experimental evidence for the effect. The TCV sce-
nario depends on the completion of a neutral beam upgrade.85
The most thorough and complete investigation of this transport
mechanism for burning plasmas is contained in the thesis of
Albergante.86 The most recent work87 on this topic provides
analytic expressions for expected DEI in terms of experimen-
tally accessible parameters. These expressions are used in the
modeling performed for the present experiments.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Typical plasma parameters and NBI
A series of low confinement mode (L-mode) plasmas
are presented in this paper. The time evolution of one such
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shot is shown in Fig. 1, and is representative of the qualita-
tive behavior of the plasmas in general. On-axis beam injec-
tion during the current ramp drives Alfve´n eigenmodes,88
which must be avoided due to their significant transport
effect on beam ions. A steady electron density [from interfer-
ometry,89 Fig. 1(a)] and central temperature [from electron
cyclotron emission,90 Fig. 1(b)] are maintained after reach-
ing flattop [Fig. 1(c)]. The neutron rate91 [Fig. 1(d)] is modu-
lated according to the injected PNB [Fig. 1(e)]. Off-axis NBI
replaces the on-axis beams during the flattop and is main-
tained for multiple beam ion slowing down times. The total
injected beam power remains constant (below 5MW in all
shots) and bN ! 0:56. The MHD-quiescent period, indicated
as the shaded region in Fig. 1, occurs before the appearance
of sawteeth. Characteristics of the turbulent fluctuations are
presented within the analysis of particular shots.
In order to inject PNB ' 4MW while avoiding confine-
ment transitions, the plasmas are operated in the unfavorable
~rB-drift direction. Figure 2 shows the equilibrium shape for
shot 145183 at t¼ 1585ms. The last closed flux surface
(solid blue line) and the mid-radius position of q ¼ 0:5 are
shown. The color contour represents the birth pitch (vk=v,
where vk is the particle velocity along the magnetic field and
v is the total velocity, though the sign of vk is determined
according to the plasma current) of the off-axis injected neu-
tral particles. This beam ion birth profile is calculated with
NUBEAM (Sec. III C). Performance of the off-axis beams is
extensively studied and NUBEAM modeling of the injection
is validated, where initial discrepancies appear related to
uncertainties in beam power,92 but not anomalous transport
mechanisms.
B. Measurements of turbulence and energetic ion
transport
The primary energetic ion diagnostic is the fast ion Da
(FIDA) system,93 which is a spectroscopic measurement
enabled by charge exchange between energetic ions and
injected neutrals. The charge exchange process results in a
favorable situation of excited-state fast neutrals that then
emit Doppler shifted photons, providing a spatially localized
signal with energy resolution of the energetic ion profile.94
Each FIDA chord, with its associated viewing geometry, fea-
tures a unique sensitivity across the phase space of the ener-
getic ion distribution.95 Figure 3 provides an example of one
such phase space weighting for the R¼ 1.97m chord during
t¼ 1585ms in shot 145183. This calculation convolves the
diagnostic viewing geometry with the charge-exchange prob-
ability and the energetic ion distribution (calculated with
DEI ¼ 0). The contour indicates the contribution of different
parts of the energetic ion distribution to the FIDA signal, i.e.,
the integral over this contour is 100%. The dominant region
of the distribution, in this example, is Eb > 40 keV and
vk=v > 0:5. The overlaid lines represent the trapped/passing
FIG. 1. Time evolution of plasma parameters from shot 145183 indicating
the regions of energetic ion transport mechanisms and the presence of off-
axis NBI. (a) Line-averaged density, (b) central electron temperature, (c)
plasma current, (d) neutron rate, and (e) neutral beam power.
FIG. 2. Magnetic equilibrium from shot 145183 at t¼ 1585ms. Color con-
tour represents the birth pitch of off-axis injected neutral beam particles.
FIG. 3. Phase space weighting of the FIDA chord at R¼ 1.97m in shot
145183.
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boundary as determined with the constants-of-motion orbit
code described in Ref. 47. Passing ions, which are responsi-
ble for driving current, make the largest contribution to this
FIDA signal. A thorough treatment of this type of phase
space weighting is given in Ref. 96, where those results for a
collective Thomson scattering diagnostic translate directly to
FIDA systems. Of relevance to the present investigation, it is
noted that early FIDA diagnostic development demon-
strated97 that measured energetic ion profiles were classical
across a range of MHD-quiescent plasmas (including varia-
tions in plasma conditions and beam power). A view of typi-
cal radial positions for a variety of diagnostics is shown in
Fig. 4. Turbulent fluctuations are measured by multiple
systems. Beam emission spectroscopy (BES)98 measures
electron density fluctuations, thereby providing ~ne=ne, and
turbulence correlation lengths. BES is sensitive to the wave-
number range khqs < 0:5, where kh is the poloidal wavenum-
ber and qs is the thermal ion sound gyroradius. The Doppler
backscattering system (DBS)99 measures density fluctuations
and the velocity of turbulent structures through an intermedi-
ate range of khqs < 2. Electron temperature fluctuations are
documented by the correlation electron cyclotron emission
system (CECE)100 with sensitivity of khqs < 0:3. The CECE
diagnostic is coupled with an X-mode reflectometer that
measures density fluctuations within the same sampling
volume. This combination allows for determination of the
coherency and phase angle between density and temperature
fluctuations.101,102
C. Beam ion modeling
The NUBEAM103,104 module of TRANSP is used to
simulate neutral beam injection in the DIII-D shots described
here. NUBEAM is a Monte Carlo code that incorporates the
beam geometry and injected power, along with measured
plasma profiles, to calculate beam ionization profiles and
subsequent beam ion slowing down. Experiments have veri-
fied45 NUBEAM’s ability to accurately describe the beam
ion population (the anomalous examples44,45,48 are discussed
in Sec. VI). The beam ion distribution, Fb ¼ FbðEb; vk=vÞ
calculated by NUBEAM is passed to the synthetic diagnostic
code FIDASIM105 to simulate the expected FIDA signals.
The distribution is calculated with neoclassical transport
effects by default, and an additional diffusivity may be pro-
vided to simulate enhanced transport regimes (e.g., due to
coherent MHD or microturbulence). This anomalous diffu-
sivity can be provided as DEI ¼ DEIðEb; vk=v; q; tÞ, where the
pitch dependence is coarse grained into six categories of
trapped or passing topology. As this is a Monte Carlo code,
care is taken to ensure that a sufficient number of ions are
modeled in order to provide suitable input to FIDASIM.
Earlier work31 with the Monte Carlo beam ion modules of
TRANSP reported a noise level of 5%. Figure 5 presents
FbV contours, where V is the local Monte Carlo zone vol-
ume, for three different settings of the number of followed
ions in NUBEAM. These distributions from shot 145183 are
averaged over a short time period of 20ms centered on
t¼ 1585ms. The distribution computed by following 106
particles as shown in Fig. 5(a) is noticeably smoother than
the one with 104 particles shown in Fig. 5(c). All FIDASIM
simulations are performed using Fb from NUBEAM
FIG. 4. Magnetic equilibrium from shot 142358 at t¼ 1525ms showing typ-
ical positions of the FIDA (vertical black lines), BES (green rectangle),
CECE/reflectometer (blue ovals), and DBS (red ovals) views.
FIG. 5. Beam ion distributions calculated by NUBEAM with varying num-
ber of ions followed: (a) 106, (b) 105, and (c) 104.
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calculations using at least 105 particles, and an example Fb is
shown in Fig. 5(b).
IV. RESULTS DURING OFF-AXIS NBCD
Off-axis NBI is investigated due to its particular rele-
vance for ITER, in which all of the heating and current drive
beams will be off-axis (e.g., a modeled beam ion profile
peaked at q " 0:2 is shown in Ref. 106). Since beam ions are
injected across the mid-radius of the plasma in this mode of
operation, it may be expected that diffusion due to microtur-
bulence constitutes an important transport effect. The time
evolution of off-axis NBI shot 145183 is shown in Fig. 1.
Off-axis NBI begins at the current flattop and is maintained
for a short time period before the time region of analysis.
This shot features PNB ¼ 2:1MW of off-axis injection with a
deposition profile as shown in Fig. 2. Radial profiles are
presented in Fig. 6, including electron density [Fig. 6(a)],
electron and ion temperatures [Fig. 6(b)], and toroidal
rotation [Fig. 6(c)]. These data are collected by Thomson
scattering,107 electron cyclotron emission (ECE), and charge-
exchange emission spectroscopy (CER).108 Solid lines repre-
sent the best-fit splines to the individual measurements, and
the resulting reduced-v2 (hereafter written v2red) is indicated.
Electron and ion temperatures are similar across the profile,
with Te surpassing Ti in the center of the plasma. For context
with the existing theoretical scalings, this shot features
Eb=Teð0Þ " 30 during the period of interest. Significant
fluctuation levels due to background microturbulence are
observed. Figure 7 plots power spectra of electron tempera-
ture fluctuations in which the fluctuation level approaches
dTe=Te " 1%. Density fluctuations are observed with compa-
rable spectra and slightly lower amplitude. The neutral beam
viewed by the BES system is the one that tilts to provide off-
axis injection, which limits the innermost radial position for
which plasma density fluctuations can be measured.
Energetic ion diffusion due to microturbulence is mod-
eled with two independent methods in this shot. In each case,
these models produce values of DEI that are passed to
NUBEAM. One method uses the newly developed code
DEP.74 DEP is a quasilinear model in which the ratio of
energetic ion turbulent diffusivity matrix elements to vi is
calculated in radial and velocity space. Only matrix elements
for radial diffusion driven by radial gradients are used, i.e.,
velocity gradients are ignored. For modeling, the values of
DEI are determined by
DEIðEb;KÞ ¼ DEPvi
" #
th
vi;ex; (1)
where K indicates that the DEI values are separated into
trapped and passing components, the ratio DEP=vi is the theo-
retical value calculated by DEP, and vi;ex is the experimen-
tally determined thermal ion heat diffusivity (e.g., from
power balance analysis in TRANSP). The TGLF109 code
determines the linear frequencies, growth rates, and nonlin-
ear spectral weights for the turbulent modes based on the
measured plasma profiles, and passes them to DEP for calcu-
lation of DEP=vi. TGLF is able to resolve ion modes (e.
g., ITG, which is dominant in this off-axis case), and electron
modes (e.g., TEM, which is dominant across much of the
plasma in the on-axis case of Sec. V). Both TGLF and DEP
are integrated into TRANSP/NUBEAM, providing the abil-
ity to self-consistently account for the energetic ion transport
effect of microturbulence throughout the evolution of a shot.
The second method incorporates the analytic expres-
sions for DEI as determined by Ref. 87, hereafter referred to
as the Pueschel model, where Eqs. (12) and (13) are imple-
mented in the present study as
DEI;pass ¼ 0:292veffðvk=vÞ2
Te
Eb
" #
; (2)
FIG. 6. Plasma profiles from shot 145183 indicating the individual measure-
ments along with best-fit splines (solid lines) and statistical uncertainty
range (dashed lines). Profiles are shown for (a) electron density, (b) electron
and ion temperature, and (c) toroidal rotation. FIG. 7. Spectra of electron temperature fluctuations in shot 145183.
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DEI;trap ¼ 0:527veff
ffiffi
!
p
ðvk=vÞ½1$ ðvk=vÞ2*
Te
Eb
" #3=2
; (3)
where these represent the diffusivity due to electrostatic tur-
bulence, veff ¼ ve þ vi is the effective thermal diffusivity
determined by adding the ion and electron contributions, and
! ¼ r=Ro is the inverse aspect ratio with Ro the tokamak
major radius (the original work87 notes that these expressions
are meant as approximations to enable systematic studies, so
the “¼” here represents the fact that these are the exact
expressions used to generate DEI input for NUBEAM). The
Pueschel values are calculated using vk=v ¼ 0:66 for the
passing ions and vk=v ¼ 0:2 for the trapped ions. These val-
ues are representative for the DIII-D beam injection cases.
The resulting DEI during the time of interest from these two
methods are shown in Fig. 8. Diffusivities for the passing
ions are given in Figs. 8(a) and 8(c). Both DEI profiles peak
near q ¼ 0:6, with the DEP values generally larger than the
Pueschel values and exhibiting a faster rolloff with energy.
Figures 8(b) and 8(d) illustrate the anomalous diffusivities
for the trapped population. The results for the trapped ions
are comparable between the two methods.
All measured energetic ion properties indicate that the
transport is classical in this shot. In some cases, modeling
based on the energetic ion diffusion enhancement from
microturbulence shows that the effects are too small to
uniquely resolve compared to the classical values. A FIDA
spectrum from the chord centered at R¼ 1.76m is shown in
Fig. 9(a). The solid line is the experimentally measured spec-
trum, while the dashed line represents the classically
expected value from FIDASIM. A representative error bar is
plotted on the measured spectrum, where this represents the
statistical uncertainty. Systematic uncertainties are treated
in the FIDA density profiles to follow. For the spectrum,
Fig. 9(a) highlights the FIDA density integration region of
20 ! Ek ! 40 keV, where Ek is the Doppler shift energy cor-
responding to a given wavelength. This range is motivated
by the observed presence of an energetic ion tail. The inset
plots the measured spectra on a semi-log format in which the
energetic tail appears as a linear region (the dotted line is a
guide for the eye). It is seen that the tail occurs at Doppler
shifts corresponding to wavelengths below 654 nm. The
FIDA contribution at Doppler shifts below 20 keV is poorly
resolved because of the large light signals from thermal Da.
The FIDA density, which is calculated by integrating the
spectrum and dividing out the radial profile of neutral density
due to the injected active-spectroscopy beam source, is given
in Fig. 9(b). Theþ-symbols represent the measured values,
and the remaining traces represent the expected profile based
on either classical or turbulent transport models. The ribbon
about the classical profile represents the 25% uncertainty in
FIDASIM. The measured profile is a good fit to the þ25%
edge of the classical profile. These results are obtained
entirely independent of one another, i.e., there is no normal-
ization applied within this analysis. In fact, the investigation
of possible transport by microturbulence requires that nor-
malizations be avoided since turbulent fluctuations remain
present even in otherwise quiescent plasma conditions. Error
bars on the measured profile points represent the statistical
error, which does not account for systematic uncertainties. In
order to consider systematic uncertainty, we find the scaling
factor (applied to the measured profile) that produces the
lowest value of v2red. This amounts to assuming that the shape
of the classical synthetic result is more rigidly accurate than
the absolute value of the radiance. For the profile shown in
Fig. 9(b), a scaling factor of 0.8 produces the minimum value
of v2red ¼ 12:2. This v2red is approximately half the value of
the equivalent result performed in the presence of Alfve´n
eigenmodes (treated in Sec. V).
Processing the FIDA measurements in terms of profile
fitting also avoids possible quantitative issues with
FIDASIM, as discussed in the context of the FIDA profile
shown in Fig. 10. The FIDA brightness profile of Fig. 10 is
calculated based on measurements from the main-ion Da
diagnostic system,110 which measures the entire Da spec-
trum. The displayed profile, though determined with differ-
ent analysis techniques, represents the energetic ion density
through the observed phase space of the diagnostic just as in
the FIDA density plot of Fig. 9(b). In Fig. 10, the
FIG. 8. Values of energetic ion anoma-
lous diffusivity, DEI, as calculated by the
DEP code for (a) passing and (b) trapped
ions, and by the analytic Pueschel expres-
sions for (c) passing and (d) trapped ions.
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experimentally measured profile is seen to be considerably
larger than the classically expected profile. The best-fit is
achieved by a data scaling factor of 0.65, which produces
v2red ¼ 7:5 and matches the classical shape. The reason for
FIDASIM under-prediction compared to measured signals is
presently under investigation, though initial review111 sug-
gests that possible modifications to the calculation of halo
light may resolve the issue. Calculated emission due to the
halo contribution dominantly adjusts the amplitude of the
FIDA profiles, with less effect on their shape. The profile fit-
ting method employed in this analysis is intended to maintain
the applicability of these results even in the case of modifica-
tions to the synthetic diagnostic code. A summary of the
profile results across all of the studied shots is presented in
Sec. VI A.
V. RESULTS DURING ON-AXIS NBI
Plasmas with on-axis NBI provide an opportunity to
probe conditions (e.g., Eb=Teð0Þ ! 10) in which energetic
ion diffusion due to microturbulence is theoretically
expected. In addition, radial beam ion diffusion occurs
always in the outward direction for these centrally peaked
energetic ion profiles, which may increase any profile flatten-
ing. The magnetic equilibrium for the on-axis NBI shots is
shown in Fig. 4. It is not possible to obtain FIDA, BES, ion
temperature, and plasma rotation profile data simultaneously
given the constraint on the total beam power (2.5MW),
therefore, the results presented here involve different meas-
urements during repeat shots. These are L-mode plasmas
(Bt ¼ 2:06 T and Ip ¼ 1MA) in which the ratio Eb=Te is
lowered by holding beam energy fixed (Eb " 80 keV) and
increasing Te roughly a factor of two using electron cyclo-
tron heating (ECH) deposited at q ¼ 0:2. This results in one
set of measurements for the condition of Eb=Teð0Þ " 10 and
another set at Eb=Teð0Þ " 22. The time evolution of these
paired and repeated shots is shown in Fig. 11, indicating the
well-matched behavior. The higher value of Eb=Te is
achieved in shots 142358 and 142380, while the lower ratio
is achieved in 142371 and 142381. Radial profiles for these
shots, during the MHD-quiescent period of analysis, are
shown in Fig. 12. Applied ECH in shot 142371 produces sig-
nificantly higher electron temperatures [Fig. 12(a)], while
the ion temperature and electron density varies little [Figs.
12(b) and 12(c)]. The toroidal rotation profiles are shown in
Fig. 12(d), where the dashed lines represent the statistical
uncertainty range (in the other plots this range is very small,
so those dashed lines are removed for clarity).
The turbulence is well characterized in these plasmas.
Figure 13 shows the measurable fluctuation amplitude pro-
files for density [Fig. 13(a)] and temperature [Fig. 13(b)].
While the density fluctuation amplitude is the same in both
cases and peaking near ~n=n ¼ 1%, the electron temperature
fluctuations increase by nearly a factor of two in the lower
Eb=Te case. The temperature fluctuation increase is consist-
ent with a transition from ITG-dominated turbulence (in the
higher Eb=Te case without ECH) to TEM-dominated turbu-
lence (in the lower Eb=Te case employing ECH to raise the
value of Te=Ti).
112 The error bars in Fig. 13(b) represent sta-
tistical uncertainty, while the sensitivity limit is equivalent
to the reported uncertainty of the temperature fluctuations
noted in Fig. 7. Further evidence for the difference in micro-
turbulence character between these cases is given by the
FIG. 9. (a) FIDA spectrum from shot 145183 during the MHD-quiescent pe-
riod. The experimental spectrum (black trace) is shown with a representative
error bar. The classical spectrum (red dashed trace) and the boundaries of
the FIDA density integration region are indicated. The inset plot is the ex-
perimental data on a semi-log scale to highlight the energetic ion tail (linear
portion of plot parallel to dotted blue line). (b) FIDA density as measured
(þ-symbols) and as expected from classical and turbulent transport models
(lines).
FIG. 10. FIDA brightness profile from the main ion Da system during off-
axis beam injection in shot 145183. The (-symbols represent the absolutely
measured brightness, while the*-symbols represent the measured data after
being scaled to produce the best-fit to the simulated profile (represented by
the dashed line).
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cross-phase angle between the density and temperature
fluctuations, HnTe , shown in Fig. 14. The measured cross-
phase angle is indicated by the darker lines, while the lighter
portions of the trace indicate frequencies for which
the density/temperature fluctuation coherency is too small
to accurately resolve HnTe . In the higher Eb=Te case of
Fig. 14(a), HnTe " $150,, while in the lower Eb=Te case of
Fig. 14(b), the value is $100, ! HnTe ! $50,. These values
are accurately reproduced by GYRO simulations that are
plotted as dashed-dotted lines, which further indicates that
the turbulent electron heat transport is approximately five
times larger in the lower Eb=Te case. Detailed analysis and
simulation of the microturbulence in these paired shots is
given in Ref. 112. TGLF is used to calculate the real fre-
quency of the most unstable mode, which is shown in
Fig. 15, indicating that the lower Eb=Te has a larger region
dominated by electron mode turbulence, while the higher
Eb=Te case has a larger region dominated by ion mode turbu-
lence. The radial correlation length of the turbulence is deter-
mined using BES measurements of density fluctuations
and found to be kcðq ¼ 0:65Þ > 2 cm in both cases. Across
the pitch angle and energy ranges of energetic ions in these
FIG. 11. Time evolution of plasma parameters
from the matched shot pairs of 142358 and
142380 and 142371 and 142381. Displayed pa-
rameters are: (a) plasma current, (b) q95, (c)
central q-value, (d) line-averaged electron den-
sity, (e) central density, (f) neutral beam
power, (g) electron cyclotron heating power,
(h) central electron temperature, (i) central ion
temperature, and (j) central toroidal rotation
velocity.
FIG. 12. Radial profiles from the MHD-
quiescent period of the on-axis NBI shots.
Profiles include: (a) electron temperature,
(b) ion temperature, (c) electron density,
and (d) toroidal rotation.
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Bt ¼ 2:06 T plasmas, this radial length can be comparable to
the energetic ion gyroradius.
Energetic ion profiles for the higher Eb=Te case are
shown in Fig. 16. These FIDA density profiles are calculated
over the energy range Ek ¼ 20$ 40 keV. Expected profiles
based on classical transport, and calculated with the
FIDASIM synthetic diagnostic, are indicated by the dashed
lines and ensuing uncertainty ribbons. In Fig. 16(a), the
profiles are taken from the plasma current ramp during which
Alfve´n eigenmodes were observed. Scaling the measured
profile by 1.8 produces the minimum v2red ¼ 21:8. This value
is " 2$ 20 times as large as those values determined for all
of the profile comparisons made during MHD-quiescent time
periods when microturbulence is expected to be the domi-
nant transport mechanism. In contrast to the Alfve´nic time
period, the classical and experimental profiles of the MHD-
quiescent period in Fig. 16(b) agree very well. Here, a
scaling factor of 1.15 produces v2red ¼ 1:2.
It is interesting to note that the on-axis NBI cases pro-
duce a spatial profile of energetic ions and microturbulence
similar to that in ITER. As shown in Fig. 14 of Ref. 63, the
FIG. 13. Profiles of turbulent fluctuation levels measured in the low and
high Eb=Te paired plasmas. (a) Long wavelength density fluctuations meas-
ured with BES. (b) Long wavelength electron temperature fluctuations meas-
ured with CECE show a factor of two increase between these cases.
FIG. 14. Cross-phase angle between density and temperature fluctuations in
the (a) higher Eb=Te and (b) lower Eb=Te cases. GYRO calculated values are
given by the green dashed-dotted trace, while the experimental values are
indicated by the dark lines (the lighter lines represent frequencies for which
the coherency between the signals is too low to resolve the cross-phase angle).
FIG. 15. Real frequency of the most unstable mode as calculated by TGLF
for khqs ¼ 0:4. Positive frequencies correspond to electron modes, and nega-
tive frequencies correspond to ion modes.
FIG. 16. FIDA density profiles from the higher Eb=Te cases for (a) an early
time during which Alfve´n eigenmodes are present, and (b) during the MHD-
quiescent period. The red dashed lines represent the classically expected
FIDA density as computed by the synthetic diagnostic FIDASIM. The
uncertainty ribbon about the simulation trace represents a 25% range.
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a-particle profile in ITER is expected to be core-localized.
Microturbulence, driven by pressure gradients, begins to
reach appreciable fluctuation amplitude near mid-radius, and
then peaks further out towards the edge. The result is that
only for the region q " 0:5 is there both a sizable a-particle
density and large amplitude turbulent fluctuations. Figure 17
reproduces this situation using measurements and calcula-
tions from the higher Eb=Te case. On-axis NBI is core-
localized as indicated by the FIDA density profile [taken
from Fig. 16(b)]. The growth rate of the most unstable turbu-
lent mode is calculated by TGLF and plotted as the dashed
line. This scenario should be favorable to measuring a turbu-
lent transport effect because any enhanced diffusion should
serve to move energetic ions out of the plasma center. Our
results indicate that turbulent diffusion is below an observ-
able limit in this scenario.
The lower Eb=Te " 10 case results in comparatively
large values of DEI, as shown in Fig. 18. Figure 18(a) shows
that DEI > 0:2m2=s is achieved up through Eb " 60 keV.
The radial distribution peaks nearer to the plasma center
compared to the off-axis NBI case discussed in Sec. IV. The
trapped ion DEI exhibits a similar radial profile, but is nearly
a factor of two smaller than the passing component for all
energies. These levels of diffusion lead to a large modeled
redistribution of energetic ions. Figure 19(a) plots the
NUBEAM-modeled energetic ion density for this case for
both the classical and Pueschel treatments. The large values
of DEI for q > 0:1 in the Pueschel formulation result in a sig-
nificant depletion of energetic ions in the plasma center. This
transport is large enough to affect the beam current drive
profile as shown in Fig. 19(b). Integrating over this profile
indicates that the total beam-driven current of the Pueschel
case (133.6 kA) is 11% smaller than the classical expectation
(150.7 kA). This is a unique result, as on-axis beam injection
modeling43 in ASDEX Upgrade produced no change in
beam-driven current profiles when setting DEI ¼ 0:5m2=s.
FIDA measurements from this case are shown in
Fig. 20. The Ek range for FIDA analysis is determined by
review of the individual spectra that are plotted in Fig. 20(a).
Lower Doppler shifted energies are resolved in this shot, and
the vertical dashed lines mark the values of Ek ¼ 14:7 and
40.0 keV. This wide range of analysis should provide a better
opportunity to identify transport due to microturbulence
since that effect increases as the energetic ion energy
decreases. The resulting FIDA density profiles are shown in
Fig. 20(b). The^-symbols mark the measured values, which
are plotted alongside the expectations based on the classical
and Pueschel models. Absolute comparisons between the
modeled results are valid, and this shows that the energetic
ion profile modification is as expected: enhancing diffusion
at mid-radius leads to a reduction of the core energetic ion
density. The measured FIDA density fits equally well to
either modeled result. For the classical comparison, v2red
¼ 4:4 at the best-fit data scaling factor of 1.33, and for
the Pueschel comparison, v2red ¼ 6:1 at a scale of 1.13.
Motivated by the strong energy dependence in DEI for this
FIG. 17. FIDA density ((-symbols) and growth rate of the most unstable
mode (dashed trace) for the DIII-D on-axis NBI case.
FIG. 18. Values of DEI calculated using the Pueschel formulation for the
lower Eb=Te case of shot 142371.
FIG. 19. Comparison between classically expected (DEI ¼ 0) and Pueschel
model [DEI from Eqs. (2) and (3)] profiles of (a) energetic ion density and
(b) beam-driven current for the lower Eb=Te case during on-axis injection.
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case, we performed a separate set of fitting analyses based
on the FIDA spectra. Since FIDA density is integrated spec-
tra, it may be smoothing out significant differences between
the measured and modeled spectra as a function of energy.
The quality of the fit is calculated based on radiance only
over the FIDA density integration range. These results are
shown in Fig. 21. Figure 21(a) is a plot of the v2red for each
radial chord. The measured spectra are a decent fit to each
model, producing v2red < 5. The classical spectra are system-
atically better fits than the Pueschel spectra, though this is a
small improvement. In Fig. 21(b), a radial profile of the scal-
ing factor corresponding to the best-fit spectrum is shown.
There is little variation in the scaling factor across the radius.
Two example spectra are shown in Fig. 21(c). Here, the
modeled results are divided by the best-fit scaling factor in
order to show the level of agreement between these spectra.
Representative error bars on the measured spectra indicate
the statistical uncertainty (the systematic uncertainty is
addressed by the process of fitting). At q ¼ 0:22, the best-fit
classical profile is within the statistical uncertainty across
the spectrum, while the Pueschel model produces too low a
radiance at the lower energy limit. This suggests that the
modeled turbulent transport of lower energy ions is greater
than experimentally observed. For q ¼ 0:57, both models
produce excellent agreement with the shape of the measured
FIDA spectrum.
An investigation of possible global effects due to turbu-
lent transport is shown by Fig. 22. An autopower spectrum
of density fluctuations measured by an interferometer is
given in Fig. 22(a). The interferometer chord lies along the
midplane and identifies apparent Alfve´n cascades through
FIG. 20. (a) FIDA spectra from the lower Eb=Te on-axis NBI case with
vertical dashed bars representing the energetic ion tail region across
14:7 ! Ek ! 40:0 keV. (b) FIDA density as measured (^-symbols) and as
modeled by the classical (dashed trace) or Pueschel formulation (solid trace). FIG. 21. Radial profiles of FIDA spectra fitting. (a) Quality of the scaled fit
in terms of v2red. (b) Value of the scale factor (applied to the experimentally
measured data) corresponding to the best fit. (c) Experimentally measured
spectra compared to the best-fit model results for q ¼ 0:22 and 0.57.
FIG. 22. (a) Autopower spectrum of line-averaged electron density fluctua-
tions from shot 142371 indicating the presence of coherent modes through
t < 1600ms. The MHD-quiescent period is enclosed by the dashed rectan-
gle. (b) Plasma stored energy from the paired shots (142371 and 142381)
along with the TRANSP-calculated results from the Classical and Pueschel
models.
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t. 1500ms. The MHD-quiescent period used for analysis of
transport due to microturbulence, 1870 ! t ! 1950ms, is
enclosed by the dashed rectangle. The total plasma stored
energy is plotted in Fig. 22(b). The measured values for this
pair of lower Eb=Te shots (142371 and 142381) are shown to
be equivalent. The results from TRANSP analysis based on
the classical and Pueschel energetic ion transport anomalous
diffusivities are also plotted. In this case, the classically
expected stored energy is slightly larger than measured dur-
ing the time range for which MHD is observed. This is to be
expected since the thermal plasma energy is essentially an
input to TRANSP (by way of the plasma profiles and equilib-
rium), while the energetic ion contribution is determined
based on NUBEAM calculations. After t¼ 1500ms, as the
MHD activity decays away, the modeled stored energy traces
approach the measured value. Even if the Pueschel model is
perfectly describing energetic ion transport due to microtur-
bulence, that transport has a smaller effect on stored energy
than the spectrum of Alfve´n eigenmodes driven in this low
beam heating scenario of PNB ¼ 2:5MW.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Trends in the present results
A survey of all the shots studied is presented by the plot
of v2red in Fig. 23. This plot concerns the fitting results of
FIDA density and, in the case of the main ion Da system, the
FIDA brightness as a function of major radius. In the pres-
ence of weak Alfve´n eigenmode activity (these AEs are
driven by PNB ¼ 2:5MW, while dedicated AE experiments47
typically feature PNB ' 5MW), the fit is poor and v2red > 20.
The FIDA profile at Eb=Teð0Þ " 10, where we may theoreti-
cally expect to observe the most dramatic energetic ion
transport by microturbulence, is fairly well described by a
classical model using DEI ¼ 0. Furthermore, a turbulence
model including a DEI / Eb=Te treatment tends to produce a
poorer fit. The on-axis beam injection case with Eb=Teð0Þ "
10 is a suitable condition for testing models of turbulent
energetic ion diffusion because the highest temperatures
overlap with the location of the beam ions. Both the DEP
and Pueschel models presented in this work determine DEI
based on the local temperature, though previous experimen-
tal results and Fig. 23 report Eb=Te using the peak Te. These
are nearly the same in the on-axis case for which the lowest
value of Eb=Te is achieved. The value of Eb in all cases is
taken as the highest injection energy from a neutral beam
during the time of interest (meaning much lower values of
Eb=Te are achieved during the slowing down process). The
off-axis beam injection case at Eb=Teð0Þ " 30 produces the
worst fit to the classical model, though in this case, the inclu-
sion of turbulent transport does not improve the agreement
with experiment.
B. Consideration of previous results
Three experimental results are often cited as evidence
for energetic ion transport by microturbulence. Given that the
present work demonstrates that microturbulence-induced
energetic ion transport is insignificant, it is useful to revisit
the previous works. Results from AUG intended to show43
that microturbulence enhances beam ion diffusion sufficiently
well that off-axis NBCD is reduced. The plasma parameters
are well characterized, and the experimental method success-
fully maintains comparable scenarios amongst changes in
applied heating and plasma shape. Perhaps one challenge for
this work is that there were no current drive or FIDA (or
equivalent energetic ion profile diagnostic) measurements
during the off-axis beam injection period. Current drive pro-
files were measured before and after the off-axis period, with
TRANSP simulations used to infer the behavior during off-
axis NBCD. Agreement between simulated and measured
behavior in these before and after time periods was achieved
by setting DEI ¼ 0:5m2=s constant in radius and energetic
ion phase space. This value, especially when applied to ions
of Eb > 40 keV, is much larger than the modeling performed
with the DEP and Pueschel methods in the plasmas shown
here. Electron temperature data from the AUG cases imply
Teð0Þ > 3 keV and show Teðq ¼ 0:5Þ " 1:4 keV, which are
similar to the off-axis NBI shot of Sec. IV. While FIDA was
not available during those experiments, a system has since
been commissioned113 and observes classical energetic ion
profiles during cases of PNB ¼ 5MW in both on-axis and
off-axis beam injection.114
Results from DIII-D claim to demonstrate a measurable
energetic ion transport by microturbulence in both off-
axis44,45,48 and on-axis48 scenarios. The crucial aspect of
these experiments is that the plasmas are MHD-quiescent.
The largest NBCD differences between classical expectation
and measurement are identified in the highest PNB shots. In
Ref. 45, it is noted that the highest PNB shots feature either
intermittent tearing modes or weak Alfve´nic activity. Since
any beam ion transport resulting from these fluctuations is
not quantified, the result cannot be considered a strong argu-
ment for microturbulence-induced transport. Specifically,
tearing modes are well known115 to reduce NBCD.
Additional analysis of these high-power shots is presented in
other publications,44,48 but still without quantifying the
effects of coherent fluctuation activity. Another challenge
for these experiments is that the off-axis NBCD is achieved
by vertically shifting the plasmas. Since plasma profile diag-
nostics are fixed in real space, profile data are available only
for q > 0:4. This leads to a great variability in the profiles as
used for current drive and power balance calculations. An
FIG. 23. Minimum value of v2red as a function of Eb=Teð0Þ for FIDA density
profile fitting across the range of shots studied.
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accounting of the variability in current drive across the possi-
ble range of central profiles should be provided. An on-axis
beam injection example is presented in Ref. 48, where
decreasing beam energy is reported to enhance the energetic
ion transport by microturbulence because the injected beam
ions feature smaller gyroradii. In this example, additional
characterization of the beam injection and deposition may be
necessary. For example, changing the neutral beam voltage
can affect the injected power by producing a change in the
fractional values of the 1/2 and 1/3 energy components.
The development of advanced Da systems allows for the
measurement (or, technically, the inference) of neutral beam
performance110 and greater confidence in the realized PNB.
The third experiment concerns off-axis NBCD measure-
ments49 from JT-60U. Here, however, the anomalous behav-
ior actually suggests a lack of microturbulence-induced
transport. The measured beam driven current profiles are
overly peaked compared to broader profiles produced in clas-
sical transport calculations. Furthermore, the measured
current profiles peak for q > 0:6, and the shots featured
PNB ¼ 9MW. Taken together, these previous experimental
results represent excellent work from three different facilities
exercising wide arrays of diagnostic and modeling coverage.
The ability of energetic ions to excite difficult-to-observe
modes (e.g., multiple small amplitude Alfve´n eigenmodes
are known to enhance energetic ion transport116), along with
the inability to measure energetic ion diffusion profiles
directly, suggests that a particularly discerning review of
such experimental results is warranted.
A final note in review of previous experiments concerns
improvements to neutral beam current drive modeling. The
choice of beam current shielding model117,118 in NUBEAM is
known119 to vary the calculated beam driven current by up to
20%–30% for the plasma parameters of existing tokamaks.
For consistency across shots, all of the NUBEAM calculations
presented here are performed with the Honda shielding
model.120 The atomic physics options of NUBEAM have also
been updated in recent years, and the present work uses the
ADAS310 option.121 Future review of the DIII-D cases men-
tioned above will be conducted with these same options.
C. Consideration of “energetic” ions
While the shots presented here cover a wide range of
parameter space, including that which should produce a
measurable effect, it remains possible that other discharges
will provide evidence for a turbulent transport effect.
Theoretical scalings with Eb=Te suggest that, eventually, an
energetic ion slows down to a low enough energy that it
experiences diffusion due to microturbulence. Indeed, it is
known that in L-modes, the turbulent transport of the thermal
plasma is orders of magnitude larger than neoclassical
expectations, so we should expect that energetic ions experi-
ence turbulent diffusion before thermalizing. We, therefore,
consider whether our diagnostic suite is capable of meas-
uring such effects throughout the slowing down evolution of
a beam ion population. Figure 24 is a contour of the differ-
ence between the energetic ion distributions calculated in the
4( Pueschel and classical cases. Negative values indicate a
reduced number of beam ions within that phase space com-
pared to the classical calculation. The solid outline labeled
“FIDA Signal Region” is the - 0:08% contour level of the
FIDA phase space weighting from Fig. 3. The largest change
in the distribution (recalling this is the 4( increased model)
occurs below Eb ¼ 20 keV, where most of the change is
found outside of the FIDA sensitivity range. It is reasonable
to conclude that perhaps a transport enhancement due to
microturbulence occurs, but that it manifests at energies only
slightly above the thermal plasma and, therefore, produces
no relevant or observable effects on the high-energy ion dis-
tribution. If so, then we should expect that measurements of
this effect require the application of full Da spectrum fitting,
such as is possible with the main-ion charge exchange diag-
nostic110 that acquired the result shown in Fig. 10.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The overwhelming indication from experiments, includ-
ing those discussed in Sec. II A and the present work, is that
microturbulence is an insignificant transport mechanism for
energetic ions in tokamaks (limitations are detailed in the
next paragraph). In much of the presently achievable toka-
mak parameter regime, in addition to the scenarios from
DT-operation at TFTR and JET, energetic ion transport due
to coherent modes is always dominant. For example, trapped
energetic ions are theoretically expected to suffer less diffu-
sion from microturbulence, yet they are easily transported
out of confinement by ripple effects or neoclassical tearing
modes.122 The experimental results presented in this work
demonstrate that energetic ion diffusion due to microturbu-
lence is a small effect in tokamak plasmas. Energetic ion
profiles, as measured by FIDA systems, remain classical in
truly MHD-quiescent plasmas across a wide range of plasma
parameters (e.g., Eb=Te) and the character of microturbu-
lence (e.g., ITG versus TEM). During off-axis neutral beam
injection, the driven beam current is accurately modeled by
NUBEAM for both strong turbulence in L-mode as presented
here, and for high performance shots as shown in Ref. 7.
These results are consistent with updated modeling
that predicts79 no significant energetic ion transport by
microturbulence in ITER, while also identifying82 plasmas
for further study in DEMO and TCV.
FIG. 24. Difference in the beam ion distribution, FbV, between the
4(Pueschel case and the classical case in shot 145183. The contour labeled
“FIDA Signal Region” represents the approximate boundary of the 0.08%
contribution range of the FIDA phase space weighting shown in Fig. 3.
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While this paper demonstrates that energetic ion trans-
port by microturbulence is a negligible transport channel in
tokamaks, there are caveats to that conclusion. First, the full
parameter space of tokamak operation is not included here.
The summary of results in Fig. 23 does not include the oper-
ating point of Eb=Te. 10 at the location of off-axis beam
injection. Such a scenario is not achieved in the other cited
publications that have studied this problem, however, so this
may not be an important issue. Second, it is possible that
energetic ion profile diagnostics are not sensitive enough to
accurately identify diffusion due to microturbulence. That
could be true either because the diagnostics need to be
improved, or because the transport effect itself is small. The
DFbV plot of Fig. 24 shows that the largest turbulence-
induced perturbation of the energetic ion distribution occurs
at energies commonly below the FIDA resolvable limit. This
is also demonstrated by the modeled FIDA density profile
variation of Fig. 16(b), in which a very large (modeled)
turbulent diffusion produces a reduction in the core (" 25%)
that is within the uncertainty of the synthetic diagnostic.
From this, it is suggested that further development of syn-
thetic FIDA diagnostics is absolutely necessary to gain confi-
dence in any future identification of turbulent transport. The
third caveat is that the principle of energetic ion interaction
with small-scale turbulent fluctuations is well established, so
the present lack of observable effect must be placed within
that physical context. Basic plasma devices clearly demon-
strate this transport effect, though since the fluctuation levels
routinely reach 100%, perhaps that is the most relevant dif-
ference compared to tokamaks where this level is closer to
1%. Recent work on DIII-D finds that an energetic ion popu-
lation (treated as a hot Maxwellian) must be included in
gyrokinetic simulations of high performance QH-modes in
order to more closely reproduce the experimentally meas-
ured energy fluxes.123 It was noted that this inclusion is only
necessary in those shots for which the energetic ion density
reached large values of nEI " 0:25ne, however, and the inter-
pretation is that this is a dilution effect (i.e., not indicative of
an interaction between energetic ions and microturbulence).
The advances in physics understanding concerning the
interaction between small-scale turbulence and energetic
ions may find application in other areas. Energetic electrons
have smaller gyroradii compared to energetic ions, and
might therefore be expected to diffuse significantly in the
presence of microturbulence. Electron cyclotron heating and
current drive is capable of producing a narrower spatial dis-
tribution than a neutral beam, which might make it easier to
measure broadening due to diffusion.124 A recent study125
examines this process for runaway electrons in the presence
of magnetic fluctuations and identifies enhanced transport.
In summary, investigations of energetic ion transport by
microturbulence have led to the development of models that
predict the resulting diffusivity as a function of ion energy
and pitch. This represents a greater modeling ability than is
presently available for transport due to Alfve´n eigenmodes
or other MHD. Certainly, the possible identification of
plasma modification due to turbulent energetic ion transport
in other scenarios will require the application of these formu-
lations. While the DEP and Pueschel models are readily
accessible to experiments, it is also possible to conduct gyro-
kinetic simulations that simultaneously address the develop-
ment of the turbulent field and the resulting energetic ion
transport. These tools represent a major advance in the
area of energetic particle transport in tokamaks. In terms of
ITER, the results of this paper suggest that energetic ion
concerns should give priority to MHD and other non-
microturbulence effects.
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